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It all started in 1975 with a young engineer called Andrew 
Ritchie, who noticed the city of London was increasingly 
difficult to get around. His idea? The Brompton folding 
bike. A lightweight vehicle you could fold small and take 
anywhere. A true labour of love —Andrew handbuilt and 
quality-assured each and every bike to order.  

The philosophy of the first Brompton bike guides 
everything we do because it’s more than just a bike  – it’s a 
useful tool that opens up many possibilities. While it’s come 
a long way, the Brompton stays true to its roots with the 
same handbuilt quality and ingenious 3-part fold that made 
bicycle history.  
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Few bikes can claim to be as recognisable as the 
Brompton. It looks different. It is different. It’s a useful 
tool that makes owners smile. The ease of the fold, the 
everyday freedom, the space and time saved.  
Brompton bikes put the fun back in city travel.

The bike
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Nothing folds like a 
Brompton folds 

Invented by our founder Andrew Ritchie in 1975, the Brompton 3-part fold 
transforms the bike into a small locked package in under 20-seconds. 

Never bettered, just refined. It’s the original and still the best.
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585mm
23 in

565mm
22.2 in

The compact 
package
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‘You don’t get 
Brompton 
until you get a 
Brompton’
It fits into your life, indoors and out. Stores in small 
places. Light enough to carry. And welcome on rush 
hour trains. You don’t lock and leave a Brompton — 
it travels with you, so every day just works. 
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Handbuilt. 
Hand marked.

Our teams in London and Sheffield handmake every 
single Brompton bike. We’re proud of what they do. 
That’s why each frame is marked by its maker.  
With a 7-year frame warranty and access to parts, 
you can enjoy a Brompton bike for longer.
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• A medium-sized dog

• A juicy watermelon

•  The small suitcase you 

packed for a weekend away

•  That bag of houseplant 

compost that lives in the 

corner of your room
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The average 
Brompton 
weighs about 
the same as: 

11.25 kg / 24.8 lbs
C Line urban low bar( )
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The 
Brompton 
Lines: 
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A Line 
Super simple. Super compact.

C Line  
The original, made for today.

Electric C Line  
The original, made to go further.

P Line
Lightweight. Performance. 

Electric P Line  
Lightweight. Electric made easy.

T Line  
Ultralight. Titanium.

Brompton is the largest bicycle manufacturer in the UK. We handbuild over a 100,000 
bikes a year for people all over the world. 

There are six Brompton bike models with different materials, gearing and components. 

The Brompton Lines 
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End slide 
goes here


